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Tractors Supply with Driver in Nawroz, Al Hol and Roj Camps 

 

Scope of Work: 
 

1- The vendor is responsible to provide, daily tractors, water tankers, and six metric tons capacity 

trucks with drivers as requested/directed by the Blumont team. 

2- The Blumont team shall request numbers and camps/places where the required daily tractors, 

water tankers, and six metric tons capacity trucks with drivers shall work, 1 day in advance, using 

a request form that has been designed for this purpose by Blumont. 

3- The vendor must strictly adhere to the Blumont tractors, water tankers, and six metric tons 

capacity trucks with drivers’ requests, in terms of number of each with a driver and date/time of 

provision and locations. 

4- The vendor must assign a Representative at each camp to deal with the Blumont teams and 

provide adequate staff, water trucks, tractors, and trucks with drivers, affiliates, personnel and/or 

agents to undertake the daily tasks and as directed by the Blumont team. 

5- The vendor must take care of all local authorities’ letters, permits, memos and approvals 

whatsoever.  Blumont shall undertake no responsibility at all to secure any kind of local 

authorities’ approvals and/or permits. 

6- When providing daily tractors, water tankers, and six metric tons capacity trucks with drivers, the 

vendor must strictly adhere to the Local Authorities laws, rules and regulations, including but not 

limited to security guidelines. 

7- The utmost priority must be given to the local communities and camp populations when hiring 

laborer to work within Blumont projects/camps. 

8- The vendor shall be solely responsible for the security and safety of his staff members, tractors, 

water tankers, and six metric tons capacity trucks with drivers, affiliates, personnel and/or agents.  

To this effect, he is responsible to strictly adhere to the Syrian labor safety regulations and 

requirements. 

9- The vendor shall be solely liable in case of any kind of diseases, damages, injuries and/or death 

that may occur to his staff members, tractors, water tankers, and six metric tons capacity trucks 

with drivers, affiliates, personnel and/or agents, as direct and/or indirect result of implementation 

of this contract.  

10- The vendor shall be solely liable in case of any kind of diseases, damages, injuries and/or death 

that may occur to any third party, as direct and/or indirect result of implementation of this 

contract.   

11- Blumont shall settle the vendor’s accounts at the end of each month after at least 10 days of 

receiving a proper invoice and all adequate payable financial papers.   

12- In case the vendor is in possession of a bank account with a reliable bank within the Kurdistan 

Region of Iraq’s territories, then the vendor’s entitlements shall be paid through a wire transfer 

to his own bank.  In case the vendor does not maintain a bank account within the Kurdistan Region 

of Iraq’s territories, then the vendor’s entitlements shall be paid through cash transfer to Syria, 

as advised by the vendor.   
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13- The vendor must deposit an amount that is equivalent to 10% of this contract’s value.  In case the 

vendor unjustifiably seizes the work or decides to early terminate this contract, then Blumont 

shall keep the deposited amount as compensation of the damages Blumont may suffer in result 

of the vendor’s action.    

14- In case the vendor is late in his performance, then Blumont has the right to impose a penalty that 

is equivalent to 1% of the total contract value for each 1 day of delay. 

15- The vendor must provide all machine drivers with an adequate work uniform, a hat, gloves, boot, 

working eye protection glasses, masks and a safety vest.  

16- The vendor shall provide First Aid Kits at the workplace to use once an incident takes place. 

17- The truck drivers must have valid Syrian driving license/local authority license. 

18- The truck must be fully functional and must be in usable conditions as required by valid relevant 

Syrian laws. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


